NEW BULL'S EYE TRU MODEL

For those who have always favored a mallet type putter, but appreciate the sensitive feel and easy balance of the famous Acushnet Bull's Eye blade model, here is the putter.

This modified blade is hand-crafted from forge to final finish, looks and plays like a custom made club. The parallel lines formed by the raised center and the center shafting make it easy to square the face to the line of play. A little extra loft gives added control on extra fast greens.

Try this putter yourself. You'll see immediately why your members will go for it. Wide variety of grips, lengths, balances and weights. Acushnet Process Sales Co., New Bedford, Mass.

Sold the World Over Through Golf Course Pro Shops Only

ACUSHNET
GOLF EQUIPMENT
Too bad about Tommy Bolt... He proved that when he stopped crying and played golf he was a champion... After he had showed adult judgment during the Open and backed away from some situations that might have incited him to explosions, we thought he had grown up... Then came his outbursts at LaGuardia airport, Piping Rock and Pine Hollow's 'Pipi-Boy' club.

We like Tommy... On various occasions we have tried to bail him out when golf writers, who are usually considerate, took a dim view of Bolt's behavior... But perhaps that wasn't the kind thing to do for Tommy... He may be happier back at his trade as a carpenter where he can throw his hammer and walk off the job snarling if he hits a nail crooked... There's no law compelling him to play tournament golf if it makes his ulcers squirt like a grapefruit and clouds his sunny disposition.

While we are getting through with this distressing subject, let's say in justice to Bolt that he is not the only one who has taken out of golf more than he has put into it and has been somewhat negligent about recognizing an obligation of gratitude.

Good luck, Tommy... Sorry that the golf career hasn't made you happy... The failure has been disappointing to us, too, for we thought you were going to be one of the greatest.

In architecture, Southern Hills proved itself to be one of the best three or four courses on which the 58 National Opens have been played... In condition of greens, fairways and tees, no National Open Course has been better than Southern Hills... The Bermuda rough of Southern Hills, even after it was cut shorter following the anquished cries of fellows who aspired to the high and mighty title of National Open champion, offered more of a shotmaking problem than bluegrass or bent rough... Maybe it was too tough for a champion to play... If so, that's downgrading a champion.

The bent greens were a trifle longer than National Open greens usually are and were lightly sprayed to keep them in top shape in the terrific heat... Supt. John Price and his staff had the help of Bob Dunning in watching condition of the greens so they could be preserved despite the 100 degree temperature and high humidity.

There were the usual cries about the greens not holding and a few new whines about spike marks but still no audible recognition of the fact that the most serious marring of greens is around the cups where players dent the putting surface by using their putters as crutches when bending over to pick balls out of the cups.

Cups at some holes for the first day's play (which happened to be in a high wind) were placed without much atten-
Announcement at Tulsa that the 1960 National Open would be at Cherry Hills Club, Denver, where the 1938 event was won by Ralph Guldahl, brought some memories of tough cup placements. Guldahl was one of the finest putters who ever played. At Cherry Hills he went for the greens instead of playing for the pins and holed a lot of long ones.

Freddie McLeod was at Southern Hills with one of his members from Columbia, CC. Freddie was National Open winner 50 years ago at Myopia with 82, 82, 81, 77. He tied with Willie Smith and beat Willie, 77 to 83 in the playoff. Freddie then was pro at Midlothian in the Chicago district and Willie was pro at Mexico City. Also in that field at Myopia were Jock Hutchison, Mike Brady, Bertie Way, Walter Fovargue and Otto Hackbarth. Maybe some others who took part in that Open are still playing.
Keep your golf course better looking...in better playing condition...with a cast iron pipe irrigation system. Once in, it functions perfectly...for years...with no expensive maintenance or replacement. Thus, the cost of installation is your only cost.

You can rely on the pipe used by public water officials everywhere. They know rugged cast iron pipe lasts for centuries...is still serving in over 70 American cities after 100 years of steady use. For longevity, economy, dependability...no other pipe can match this record.


CAST IRON PIPE

The Standard Material for Underground Mains
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McLeod smiled as he listened to the moans about the cruelty of the Southern Hills course... He recalled the rough courses on which the Open championships used to be played... There were a few kicks from players about placement of the holes, said McLeod, but usually the complaints came only from players who didn’t have the slightest chance of winning... The earlier contestants didn’t complain about the condition of the greens, fairways or rough because the greens, fairways and rough at their own courses were about in the same shape... The rough now is so nearly gone from golf courses that players in the National Open think they’re being abused when they have to play it, McLeod opined.

Henson Maples, supt., Pinehurst (N.C.) golf courses, recently won North Carolina Lions Club championship... Keith Fuchs, 15-year-old son of Walter, supt., Gleneagles CC where Chicago Open will be played, knocked in an ace on the 165 yd. 7th hole of the White course at Gleneagles.

Marty Cromb, pro at Toledo (O.) CC, and former pres. of the PGA Seniors was at the Open as the guest of Frank Strahan... For a while it looked as though...
Produce phenomenal riding qualities... ONE TRY — you will say it's unbelievable

- LUB-D-MATIC DRIVE SWITCH, with delayed action control, runs in oil.
- NEW LIGHTWEIGHT FRAME FABRICATION from high tensile strength alloy, not channel steel.
- NEW FOOT-TRIP EMERGENCY, or parking brake... it is either on solidly, or off 100%.
- 25% MORE POWER, RUNS 36 TO 54 HOLES.
- Revolutionary new powerful non-aging SILICON DIODE CHARGER (not Selenium plates) with automatic charging rate control (no total cutout) when batteries fully charged reduces to low maintenance rate.

20 MODELS AVAILABLE FOR GOLF AND INDUSTRY

GOLF CARS NOW ALSO MANUFACTURED IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE FOR EASTERN DISTRIBUTION

Write today for full information.

LAHER SPRING & TIRE CORP.
300 MADISON AVENUE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

DEALERS: A few exclusive territories available
Marty might bring Frank in as a winner . . . Frank was trying some new "secret" . . . Freddie McLeod and his Columbia member companion, who haven't missed the Open and the Masters for years, did more walking at Southern Hills than some of the contestants . . . Freddie still is one of the keenest analysts of golf techniques . . . Phil Greenwald, pro at Hinsdale (III.) CC made Southern Hills the 25th consecutive National Open he has attended . . . Harry Radix, retired Chicago industrialist, continued to run up his record as the world's foremost golf fan . . . He has been at every National Open since 1921, never has missed Ryder Cup matches in this country, has been at every PGA championship since 1923, has missed only two Masters, has been at several British Opens and Ryder Cup matches in Britain . . . He was a pres. of the Chicago District GA.

Cute stunt of putting "US Open Golf" license plates on the Pontiac courtesy cars they had at the National Open . . . Charles Bartlett, golf editor, Chicago Tribune, and Arthur Veysey of the Tribune's London bureau, exchanged in successive Sunday editions, notes on costs of golf in U.S. and Britain . . . Britain's...
From tee to green  
No finer golf cars sold

SEARS  
Famous  
LECTRACARS

Available on Sears  
Easy Terms. Down Payment only 10%.

The "DIPLOMAT"  
aristocrat of the fairways

Looking for rental-type golf cars? The  
LECTRACAR  
SUPER TUFFY  
Stands up to toughest rental wear; plays up to 54 holes on one battery charge.

For sheer golfing enjoyment, we think you'll find our LECTRACAR "Diplomat" the most comfortable, finest styled golf car sold. It does everything well; plays up to 36 holes on one battery charge, rides beautifully up hills with 35% grade, starts and stops with effortless ease due to our famous T-foot control speed-brake pedal. Body of non-mar, non-rust plastic with chrome plated fittings.

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE #6618H

Write Sears, Roebuck and Co., D/139, 925 S. Homan Ave., Chicago 7, Illinois

Name .................................................................

Address ..................................................................

City ................................................................. State ....................................................

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
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never a **POWER** letdown
when you equip your carts with...

**WILLARD Golf Cart BATTERIES**

Designed and built specifically for golf cart use, this heavy duty Willard Battery has extra capacity for hot weather use... for 18, 24, 30 or 36-volt power systems... provides ample power for the toughest 18-hole layout.

and keep them fully charged with...

**WILLARD Golf Cart CHARGERS**

Two models, designed specifically for either 24-volt or 36-volt carts, give efficient, safe recharging in the shortest practical time. Accurate, time-controlled normal charging period, with automatic finishing charge, offers greatest protection for your battery investment.

---

Willard Storage Battery Division
Cleveland 1, Ohio

Please send the facts on Willard Golf Cart Batteries and Chargers.

Name__________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City________________________State_________________

Number of golf carts in service_____________________

---

Willard